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Abstract – This paper focuses on the investigation of the 

performance of rotor side vector control of Doubly-Fed 

Induction Generators (DFIGs) used in wind turbines. 

These are widely utilised due to their low cost, high 

efficiency, and reliability. However, the dynamic 

behavior of DFIGs under varying wind speeds and grid 

conditions poses significant challenges in terms of 

stability. To address these issues, rotor side vector 

control is commonly employed. In this study, we present 

a review of existing research on rotor side vector control 

of DFIGs and provide an overview of the basic 

principles of DFIG operation and vector control 

concepts. The study analyzes the impact of various 

control parameters on the system performance under 

different wind speeds. The results suggest that rotor side 

vector control can improve the performance of DFIGs, 

and optimal control parameters depend on specific 

operating conditions. This study provides insights for 

the design, control, and optimization of DFIG-based 

wind energy conversion systems. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

Wind energy is rapidly becoming one of the 
primary sources of renewable energy worldwide, and 
Doubly-Fed Induction Generators (DFIGs) are widely 
used in wind turbines due to their low cost, high 
efficiency, and reliability [1]. DFIGs are capable of 
operating under variable wind speeds and provide 
reactive power support to the grid [2]. However, the 
dynamic behaviour of DFIGs under varying wind 
speeds and grid conditions poses significant 
challenges in terms of stability and efficiency. One of 
the key methods to improve the performance of DFIGs 
is rotor side vector control [3], which involves 
controlling the rotor currents and voltages in order to 
minimize the impact of grid disturbances. Rotor side 
vector control is a complex and nonlinear process that 
requires accurate modelling, control, and optimization 
techniques. 

In this paper, we investigate the performance of 
rotor side vector control of a DFIG under different 
operating conditions, and analyze the impact of 
different control parameters on the system 
performance. We first provide an overview of the 
basic principles of DFIG operation, the basic concepts 
of vector control, and the challenges and benefits 
associated with rotor-side vector control. We then 
present a literature review of existing research on rotor 

side vector control of DFIGs. Next, we describe the 
research methodology, which includes developing 
mathematical models and simulations using 
MATLAB/Simulink. Finally, we present the results of 
the study and discuss their implications for the design, 
control, and optimization of DFIG-based wind energy 
conversion systems.  

The work contributes to a deeper understanding of 
the challenges and benefits associated with rotor-side 
vector control, which can help to guide future research 
and development efforts in this area. The study has 
broad implications for the design, control, and 
optimization of DFIG-based wind energy conversion 
systems, providing insights that could lead to more 
efficient, stable, and reliable wind power systems. 

 

II. BACKGROUND  

A. Doubly-Fed Induction Generators (DFIGs)  

Unlike other types of generators, such as 
synchronous generators, DFIGs are designed to 
operate at variable speeds, making them ideal for use 
in wind turbines where wind speeds can vary widely 
[4]. DFIGs are called "doubly-fed" because they have 
two sets of windings on the stator, and one set of 
windings on the rotor. The stator windings are 
connected directly to the grid, while the rotor windings 
are connected to the grid through a set of slip rings, 
brushes. This allows the generator to control the flow 
of power between the rotor and the grid, which can 
help to maintain stability in the overall power system. 

One of the challenges of using DFIGs is 
controlling the rotor side voltage and current. To 
address this challenge, researchers have developed a 
technique called rotor side vector control, which 
allows for precise control of the rotor side voltage and 
current. This technique involves controlling the 
magnitude and phase angle of the rotor side voltage 
and current using feedback control loops. By using 
rotor side vector control, the generator can maintain 
stable operation even in the face of changes in wind 
speed and other factors [5]. 

The classic theory of rotating fields in a DFIG is 

based on the principle of electromagnetic induction, 

where a time-varying magnetic field induces an 

electromotive force (EMF) in the stator and rotor 

windings. In a DFIG, the magnetic field is generated 

by the interaction of stator and rotor currents, creating 

a rotating magnetic field that rotates at the 

synchronous speed. The rotor speed can be different 
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from the synchronous speed due to the slip, which is a 

measure of the difference between the rotor's actual 

speed and the synchronous speed. By controlling the 

slip and the rotor current through the back-to-back 

converter, the DFIG can operate efficiently over a 

wide range of speeds.The speed of the generator is 

controlled by adjusting the rotor current through the 

power converter.  

B. Review of previous studies on rotor side vector 

control of DFIGs  

Rotor side vector control, also known as field-

oriented control (FOC) or decoupled control aims to 

independently control the active and reactive power 

generated by the DFIG by decoupling the stator and 

rotor currents into direct-axis (d-axis) and quadrature-

axis (q-axis) components. This enables efficient 

operation and improved performance of the generator, 

particularly in variable-speed applications such as 

wind turbines. 

In previous studies on rotor side vector control of 

DFIGs, researchers have investigated various aspects 

of the control strategy, including: 

1) Control algorithms: Several control algorithms 

have been proposed and analyzed for 

implementing rotor side vector control. These 

algorithms include proportional-integral (PI) 

controllers [6], proportional-resonant (PR) 

controllers [7] , and sliding mode controllers [8], 

among others. Researchers have compared their 

performance, stability, and robustness to 

disturbances and parameter uncertainties. 

2) Sensorless control: Some studies have focused on 

the development of sensorless control techniques 

for DFIGs. These methods estimate the rotor 

position and speed without using mechanical 

sensors, reducing costs and increasing reliability. 

Techniques such as Model Reference Adaptive 

System (MRAS) [9] and Extended Kalman Filter 

(EKF) [10] have been proposed and investigated 

for this purpose. 

3) Grid integration and fault ride-through: 

Researchers have also examined the performance 

of rotor side vector control in the context of grid 

integration and fault ride-through capabilities [11]. 

They have investigated methods to improve the 

DFIG's ability to withstand voltage dips, 

frequency fluctuations, and other grid disturbances 

while maintaining stability and power quality 

[12]. 

4) Optimization: Some studies have focused on 

optimizing the rotor side vector control strategy 

for various objectives, such as maximizing power 

capture, minimizing torque and power 

oscillations, and enhancing system efficiency [13]. 

For instance, in [14], the authors proposed an 

adaptive backstepping control structure, to cater 

for nonlinearities, as well as uncertainties in the 

wind power system. To deal with similar issues, 

other researchers have proposed predictive 

algorithms based on tip-speed ratio maximum 

power point tracking (MPPT) [15]. 

Many previous studies have also compared the 

performance of DFIGs with rotor side vector control 

to other types of generators, such as permanent 

magnet synchronous generators (PMSGs) and 

synchronous generators (SGs). These comparisons 

have shown that DFIGs with rotor side vector control 

can provide comparable or better performance under 

varying wind speeds and load conditions, making 

them a viable option for wind power systems [16] 

[17].  In [18], the authors propose a new method for 

managing rotor-tied doubly fed induction generators 

using field-oriented control and a high gain observer. 

This approach enables wind turbines to operate at 

variable speeds, thereby enhancing wind energy 

extraction efficiency. The method's superiority over 

other observer-based control techniques was 

confirmed through simulations and comparisons. 

Furthermore, a novel technique based on the 

command-filtered integral backstepping principle for 

controlling the rotor side converter of a wind energy 

conversion system was developed in [19]. Unlike the 

traditional backstepping controller, this approach 

eliminates errors caused by input signal 

differentiation and stabilizes rotor speed through 

electromagnetic torque control. Similarly, researchers 

in [20] aimed to improve the low-voltage ride-through 

(LVRT) capability of a doubly fed induction 

generator (DFIG) for maintaining grid stability during 

transient conditions. Their approach involves 

modifying the control structure of the DFIG converter 

to effectively manage rotor overcurrents and DC-link 

voltage fluctuations. To achieve this, additional 

voltage terms are introduced into the rotor-voltage 

references, which enhances the transient behavior of 

the DFIG control system while maintaining the 

stability of the current loops. Additionally, the 

proposed methodology significantly reduces 

electromagnetic torque oscillations during faults. The 

effectiveness of the improved converter control 

design in enhancing the LVRT capability of a DFIG 

was verified through simulations using 

MATLAB/Simulink. 

The control strategy has seen significant 

development over the years, and it continues to be a 

subject of active research as researchers seek to 

improve the performance, efficiency, and reliability of 

DFIGs in various applications. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The DFIG block diagram in Figure 1 features a 

Rotor Side Control (RSC) and a Grid Side Control 

(GSC), along with a back-to-back power electronic 

converter. While the stator windings of the DFIG 

connect directly to the power grid, the rotor windings 

link to the grid through a power electronic converter 

that typically has a capacity of around 30% of the 

wind turbine's capacity [21]. The electrical power 

generated from the rotor can be different from the 

grid frequency. This allows the rotor speed to be 

adjustable , and different from the synchronous speed. 

This feature makes the DFIG well suited for operation 

under varing wind speeds. The grid-side converter 
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ultimately converts the voltages and currents 

produced by the rotor to the grid frequency.    

Additionally, the converter can partially regulate the 

generator's output power, improving power quality 

and offering some grid support. This approach is cost-

effective, as the converter's capacity is relatively 

small. This is accomplished by implementing slip 

control, which compensates for any deviations 

between the rotor's actual speed and the synchronous 

speed. As a result, the converter can guarantee 

optimal energy production at the desired frequency 

and voltage levels, regardless of the rotor's speed. 

 

 
 

Figure 1.   

Figure 1.  Variable speed wind turbine with partial-scale power 

converter and a doubly fed induction generator [22] 

A. Reversible Power Electronic Converter 

The DFIG is equipped with a reversible power 

electronic converter that allows for two different 

modes of operation: rotor side control and grid side 

control [23]. 

In rotor side control mode, the power electronic 

converter is connected to the rotor winding of the 

DFIG. This allows the converter to control the 

amount of power flowing through the rotor, thereby 

regulating the speed and torque of the turbine. By 

controlling the amount of power flowing through the 

rotor winding, the converter can vary the rotor's 

speed, independent of the grid frequency [21]. This 

feature is particularly useful for wind turbines, as it 

allows the turbine to operate efficiently over a wide 

range of wind speeds. In rotor side control mode, the 

converter can also regulate the reactive power flow 

from the generator to the grid, helping to stabilize the 

grid voltage. 

On the other hand, in the grid side control mode, 

the power electronic converter is connected to the 

grid. The converter controls the active and reactive 

power flow between the grid and the stator winding of 

the generator [24]. This mode of operation allows the 

generator to operate at a constant speed, synchronized 

with the grid frequency. The converter controls the 

power flow between the stator and the grid, regulating 

the active power, and maintaining the required 

reactive power level. Grid side control mode is 

particularly useful for grid-connected applications as 

it allows the generator to deliver power to the grid at 

the required frequency and voltage levels [25]. 

B. Grid Side Converter 

A simplified model of the grid side converter, 

filter, and grid is depicted in Figure 2. The filter 

typically consists of L, LC or even LCL elements. 

The grid voltage is normally supplied through a 

transformer, and is assumed to be balanced and 

sinusoidal. 

 
Figure 2   Simplified converter, filter, and grid model 

 

C. Converter Model 

The two-level power converter is typically 

modeled as a set of switches that enable current to 

flow in either direction. These switches are controlled 

by signals 𝑆𝑎_𝑔, 𝑆𝑏_𝑔, and 𝑆𝑐_𝑔 to regulate the flow of 

power. Essentially, these signals dictate which 

switches should be turned on and off at any given 

time to control the direction and magnitude of current 

flowing through the converter. In ideal conditions, the 

following holds: 

 

 𝑆′𝑎_𝑔 = 𝑆𝑎_𝑔
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ (1) 

 𝑆′𝑏_𝑔 = 𝑆𝑏_𝑔
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ (2) 

 𝑆′𝑐_𝑔 = 𝑆𝑐_𝑔
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ (3) 

 The converter can produce various output 

voltages, such as those that are referenced to the DC 

bus's negative terminal: 

 

 𝑣𝑗0 = 𝑉𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑆𝑗_𝑔 

 

with  𝑆𝑗_𝑔 ∈ {0,1}  and  𝑗 = 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐 

  (4) 

The combination of 𝑆𝑎_𝑔 , 𝑆𝑏_𝑔 , and 𝑆𝑐_𝑔 , can 

generate AC output voltages with various 

fundamental frequencies and amplitudes. The 

converter's output voltages with respect to the grid's 

neutral point (n) are expressed as: 

 

 𝑣𝑗𝑛 = 𝑣𝑗0 − 𝑣𝑛0    with  𝑗 = 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐 (5) 

Assuming a balanced three-phase grid system, we 

have 

 𝑣𝑎𝑛 + 𝑣𝑏𝑛 + 𝑣𝑐𝑛 = 0 (6) 

Substituting expression (5) in (6) 
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𝑣𝑛0 =

1

3
(𝑣𝑎0 + 𝑣𝑏𝑜 + 𝑣𝑐𝑜) (7) 

 

Substituting again expression (5) in (7)  

 
𝑣𝑎𝑛 =

2

3
𝑣𝑎0 − 

1

3
 (𝑣𝑏𝑜 + 𝑣𝑐𝑜) (8) 

 
𝑣𝑏𝑛 =

2

3
𝑣𝑏0 − 

1

3
 (𝑣𝑎𝑜 + 𝑣𝑐𝑜) (9) 

 
𝑣𝑐𝑛 =

2

3
𝑣𝑐0 − 

1

3
 (𝑣𝑏𝑜 + 𝑣𝑎𝑜) 

 

(10) 

Or more simply, directly from the order commands, 

 

 
𝑣𝑎𝑛 =

𝑉𝑏𝑢𝑠

3
 ( 2𝑆𝑎_𝑔 − 𝑆𝑏_𝑔 − 𝑆𝑐_𝑔) (11) 

 
𝑣𝑏𝑛 =

𝑉𝑏𝑢𝑠

3
 ( 2𝑆𝑏_𝑔 − 𝑆𝑎_𝑔 − 𝑆𝑐_𝑔) (12) 

 
𝑣𝑐𝑛 =

𝑉𝑏𝑢𝑠

3
 ( 2𝑆𝑐_𝑔 − 𝑆𝑎_𝑔 − 𝑆𝑏_𝑔) (13) 

 

 

Table 1 shows eight possible switching states of 

𝑆𝑎_𝑔, 𝑆𝑏_𝑔, and 𝑆𝑐_𝑔, leading to eight different output 

voltage combinations. 

 

TABLE 1   DIFFERENT OUTPUT VOLTAGE COMBINATIONS OF 2L-
VSC 

Sa_g 

Sb_g 

Sc_g 

va0 vb0 vc0 van vbn vcn 

0  0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0  0  1 0 0 Vbus -Vbus/3 -Vbus/3 2Vbus/3 

0  1  0 0 Vbus 0 -Vbus/3 2Vbus/3 -Vbus/3 

0  1  1 0 Vbus Vbus -2Vbus/3 Vbus/3 Vbus/3 

1  0  0 Vbus 0 0 2Vbus/3 -Vbus/3 -Vbus/3 

1  0  1 Vbus 0 Vbus Vbus/3 -2Vbus/3 Vbus/3 

1  1  0 Vbus Vbus 0 Vbus/3 Vbus/3 -2Vbus/3 

1  1  1 Vbus Vbus Vbus 0 0 0 

 

D. Rotor Side Converter  

Figure 3 depicts the rotor side converter which is 

similar to the grid side converter. A dv/dt filter used 

to supply the rotor of the DFIG. A two-level voltage 

source converter is used to feed the rotor, while the 

dv/dt filter is used to protect the machine from the 

harmful effects caused by the voltage source 

converter. The filter is typically made up of RC or 

RLC elements and is designed to prevent issues such 

as capacitive leakage currents, bearing currents, and 

increased stress on motor insulation. The DC link, 

which is the DC part of the back-to-back converter, 

helps maintain a constant voltage level in its terminals 

by storing energy in one or more capacitors. The DC 

link acts as an interface between the rotor and grid 

side converters. 

 

 
 
Figure 3   Rotor side converter and dv/dt filter supplying the rotor 

at the machine[22] 

 

 

E. Rotor Side Vector Control 

The DFIG is vector controlled using a dq frame 

that rotates synchronously, where the d-axis aligns 

with the stator flux space vector. Figure 4 provides a 

visual representation of this configuration. 

 

 
Figure 4   Synchronous rotating dq reference frame aligned with the 

stator flux space vector 

 

The d-q model utilizes equivalent circuits to 

represent the stator and rotor windings, comprising 

resistances, inductances, and voltages. This model is 

used to calculate the voltage and current in the stator 

and rotor windings, along with the machine's 

generated torque. Optimizing the performance of the 

DFIG involves adjusting the rotor current using the 

power converter [26], which affects the machine's 

torque and speed. The direct rotor current is 

proportional to the  

stator reactive power, while the quadrature rotor 

current is proportional to the active stator power or 

torque [27]. Consequently, modeling the DFIG in a 

synchronous reference frame enables the calculation 

of the rotor voltage, based on the rotor currents and 

stator flux: 

 

𝑣𝑑𝑟 = 𝑅𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑟 + 𝜎𝐿𝑟

𝑑

𝑑𝑡
 𝑖𝑑𝑟 − ω𝑟  𝜎𝐿𝑟𝑖𝑞𝑟

+
𝐿𝑚

𝐿𝑠

 
𝑑

𝑑𝑡
 |𝜓𝑠
⃗⃗⃗⃗  | 

 

(14) 

 

 

𝑣𝑞𝑟 = 𝑅𝑟𝑖𝑞𝑟 + 𝜎𝐿𝑟

𝑑

𝑑𝑡
 𝑖𝑞𝑟 + ω𝑟  𝜎𝐿𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑟

+ ω𝑟  
𝐿𝑚

𝐿𝑠

 |𝜓𝑠
⃗⃗⃗⃗  | 

 

(15) 
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If the voltage drop across the stator resistance is 

negligible, the stator flux is maintained at a constant 

level [28]. This happens because the stator is 

connected directly to the grid, which provides a stable 

and constant AC voltage. As a result, the machine is 

able to maintain a consistent level of performance, 

without fluctuations in the stator flux. This means that 

the term  
𝑑

𝑑𝑡
 |𝜓𝑠
⃗⃗⃗⃗  | is equal to zero. To regulate dq rotor 

currents, a controller is used for each current 

component, based on Equations (14) and (15), as 

depicted in Figure 6. The control block diagram 

consists of current loops that operate with rotor 

currents, referred to the stator side. 

 

IV. MATLAB SIMULATION OF THE ROTOR SIDE VECTOR 

CONTROL  

Matlab/Simulink is used for simulating the rotor-

side converter of the DFIG. The simulation assumes 

that the DC bus voltage of the AC/DC/AC converter 

is set by the grid-side converter. The DFIG is 

modeled as an asynchronous machine, and the stator 

is connected to a programmable three-phase voltage 

source. The rotor is connected to a power electronic 

converter that is controlled by a two-level Pulse 

Width Modulation (PWM) generator. The RSC 

control block uses field-oriented control for current 

loops to regulate the RSC. To simplify the simulation, 

a DC voltage source is used instead of a GSC. The 

Simulink model is depicted in Figure 5. The 

simulation has a constant sample time, and the RSC 

control system is tested under specific conditions to 

evaluate its performance. Overall, the simulation 

provides valuable insights into the behavior of the 

RSC control system and its impact on the 

performance of the DFIG. 

 

 
Figure 5   Simulink model of a 2MW DFIG with Rotor side control 

 

A. Implementation of RSC Control 

To control the DFIG, a vector control system is 

used in a synchronous reference frame. This system is 

implemented through a control block, as shown in 

Figure 7, which sets the initial reference values for 

the current and speed to zero. In order to determine 

the necessary control values, the three-phase 

measurements block provides information about the 

information is then used to regulate the performance 

of the DFIG, ensuring that it operates efficiently and 

effectively.

 

 
 

Figure 6   Current control loops of the DFIM [22] 
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Figure 7   Stator flux-oriented Vector Control of RSC of DFIG 

 

The system uses two control loops to regulate the 

current and speed of an electric machine. These 

control loops use various transformation blocks to 

convert between different reference frames. A PWM 

generator is used to generate a triangular wave, which 

is normalized to control the machine's output voltage. 

The system employs a third harmonic injection 

technique to enhance the output voltage by 15%. To 

achieve this, a transformation angle is computed from 

the stator and rotor angles and used as input to the 

transformation blocks. The control system utilizes a 

PI regulator in the outer loop to control the speed of 

the machine, while two PI regulators are employed in 

the inner loop to regulate the i𝑑 and i𝑞  currents. The 

values for the k𝑝  and k𝑖  parameters of the PI 

regulators are determined based on the transfer 

function of the system. To ensure optimal 

performance of the machine, the stator flux-oriented 

vector control system is utilized. 

 

B. Simulation Results 

As shown in Figure 6, the reference speed is 

varied according to Table 2. 

 

 

TABLE 2   REFERENCE SPEED VARIATION 

Time/s Reference Speed in terms of synchronous speed 

0-2 0.9 

2-4 1.0 

4-6 1.1 

 

The variations of the actual rotor speed, rotor 

currents, torque, stator voltage and currents are 

observed. As depicted in Figure 8(A), the actual 

speed catches up with the reference speed after a 

small overshoot. Figure 8(B) shows two signals 

(i𝑞𝑟_𝑟𝑒𝑓  and i𝑞𝑟). After a short period of transients at 

the start of the simulation, the current i𝑞𝑟 follows the 

i𝑞𝑟_𝑟𝑒𝑓  with very little variations. Figure 8(C) depicts 

the v𝑑𝑟_𝑟𝑒𝑓 , which is almost constant at zero V. On 

the other hand, the torque represented in Figure 8(D), 

depends on the i𝑞𝑟. At every step change in speed, the 

torque shows a corresponding overshoot for around 

0.25 seconds before stabilizing to its initial value. 

Figure 8(E) depicts i𝑑𝑟_𝑟𝑒𝑓  and i𝑑𝑟 . The i𝑑𝑟_𝑟𝑒𝑓  has 

been maintained at zero, therefore the voltage 

reference shown in Figure 8(C) has been more or less 

zero. Also, i𝑑𝑟  closely follows i𝑑𝑟_𝑟𝑒𝑓  due to the 

action of the PI controller. Figure 8(F) shows the 

V𝑞𝑟_𝑟𝑒𝑓  variation. At synchronous speed the average 

value of V𝑞𝑟_𝑟𝑒𝑓  is zero. At subsynchronous speed, the 

latter is positive, while it is negative at 

supersynchronous speed. The Figure 8(G) shows the 

stator voltage, which is equal to the grid voltage. The 

stator and rotor currents are depicted in Figure 8(H) 

and Figure 8(I) respectively. The simulation shows 

the effect of drastic change in speed at 2, 4 and 6 

seconds. This creates transients in the stator currents, 

which eventually die out after 0.25 seconds. The 

frequency of the sinusoidal stator currents is around 

50 Hz, irrespective of the rotor speed. The measured 

values fluctuates between 49.991 and 50.002 Hz. The 

rotor currents, on the other hand, experience a change 

in sequence. At subsynchronous speed, the rotor 

currents are in the 𝑎𝑏𝑐  sequence. At synchronous 

speed, rotor speeds are constant values (dc). The 

DFIG is working as a synchronous motor, with dc 

currents at the rotor. And at supersynchronous speed, 

the currents are again sinusoidal, but in the 𝑎𝑐𝑏 

sequence. Another set of simulation was carried out 

by varying the load conditions of the generator, as 

well as the reference speed. It was observed that the 

overall variation of the different parameters, as shown 

in Figure 8 was similar. 
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Figure 8   Simulation results for rotor side vector control : (A) Speed,  (B) i_(qr_ref) and i_qr, (C) v_(dr_ref),  (D) Torque,  (E) i_(dr_ref) and 

i_dr,  (F) V_(qr_ref),  (G) V_s,   (H) I_s,  (I) I_r 

 

V. CONCLUSION  

In this paper, the modeling and control of a DFIG 

was performed. Simulation of the rotor side vector 

control  was carried out, using Matlab/Simulink, 

under different operating conditions of wind speeds 

and load. The results confirm the proper response of 

the PI controllers, that enable controlled variables to  

come closer to their reference values in a very short 

time. This work also offers valuable insights into the 

DFIG's performance and its rotor side vector control 

system in different operating conditions. The study 

can aid in improving the efficiency, stability, and 

reliability of wind power systems, which could 

eventually lead to the development of more cost-

effective and sustainable renewable energy sources. 
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